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Into the Night quilt pattern

Quilt Size: 76” x 76”
Center block: 24” x 24”
Border half-star blocks: 4” x 8”

Yardage   Russet colorstory  Antique colorstory  Vintage colorstory

Fabric A 1 yd  EHJ-10411-199  EHJ-10411-199  EHJ-10411-199
Fabric B 2/3 yd EHJ-10413-180  EHJ-10411-186  EHJ-10411-200
Fabric C 2/3 yd EHJ-10411-180  EHJ-10413-199  EHJ-10413-200
Fabric D 1-2/3 yds ELJ-10414-180  ELJ-10414-199  ELJ-10414-200
Fabric E 1/2 yd ELJ-10415-180  ELJ-10415-199  ELJ-10415-200
Fabric F 3/4 yd ETJ-10539-180  ETJ-10539-199  ETJ-10539-200
Fabric G 2 yds  EYJ-10410-180  EYJ-10410-199  EYJ-10410-200
Backing 4-1/4yds EHJ-10412-180  EHJ-10412-199  EHJ-10411-200

Setting square for center star: cut 7-1/2”
Setting triangles for center star: cut 11-1/4” square, then cut in half on diagonal twice for (4) 
triangles.
Setting squares for small stars in borders: cut 3-7/8” (includes seam allowances) for a total 18
Large setting triangles for small stars in borders: cut 4-5/8” then cut in half on diagonal twice for 4 
triangles from each square for a total of 20
Small setting triangles for small stars in borders: cut 2-1/2” and cut in half on diagonal once to 
make 2 triangles from each square.

Cutting

Fabric A: Cut (8) 3-7/8” x wof strips, crosscut into (72) 3-7/8” squares.

Fabric B: Cut (1) 11-1/4” square, cut in half on diagonal twice to make 4 triangles. Cut remainder 
into (1) 4-5/8” x wof strip, crosscut into (5) 4-5/8” squares, then cut in half on diagonal twice to 
make (20) triangles. Cut (2) 3-7/8” x wof strips, crosscut into (18) 3-7/8” squares. Cut (2)
2-1/2” x wof strips, cross cut into (18) 2-1/2” squares, then cut in half on diagonal once to make 
(36) triangles.

Fabric C: Cut (72) small star points using template provided. Cut (8) large star points using 
template provided.

Fabric D: Cut (5) 4-3/4” x wof strips, crosscut into (36) 4-3/4” squares. Cut (16) large star points 
using template provided. Cut (12) 1-1/2” x wof strips.

Fabric E: Cut (4) 3-1/2” x wof strips .

Fabric F: Cut (5) 4-1/2” x wof strips, recut into (2) borders 4-1/2” 40-1/2” long. Sew remaining strips 
together end-to-end and recut into and (2) borders 4-1/2” x 48-1/2” long

Fabric G: Cut (8) 7-1/2” x wof  strips, sew together in four sets of two strips each for outside 
borders. Cut (8) large star points using template provided for the center star block.
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Sewing the blocks

1. Using the large star points, sew 1 fabric G, 2 fabric D and 1 fabric C diamond into a 
star point unit (see diagram 1). Make 8.
2. Sew four star point units into half of the star (see diagram 2). Make 2.
3.  Sew 2 fabric B squares and 2 fabric B triangles into the corners and sides 
of each half star unit (see diagram 3). Sew the 2 half star units together to 
complete the center block (see diagram 4).
4. Sew (4) fabric D 1-1/2” x WOF strips to one side of the 4 fabric E borders. 
Position the fabric D side of the border units to each side of the center star 
block. Center the borders and sew in place. Miter the corners and trim away 
excess fabric.
5. Sew (16) half star blocks using fabric C diamonds and fabric B squares and 
triangles. Sew (4) quarter star blocks using same fabrics (see diagram 5).
6. Sew a fabric A triangle to each side of a fabric D square to make a Square 
in Square block (see diagram 6). Make 36 blocks.

Quilt assembly (refer to the quilt assembly diagram for remainder of sewing)

7. Sew 5 sets of half star blocks together into two border strips and 3 half 
stars plus one quarter star block at each end for two border strips. Sew these 
borders to the quilt center. 
8. Sew a short fabric F border strip to opposite sides of the quilt top. Sew  fabric 
F border strips to the top and bottom of the quilt top.
9. Sew (8) Square in Square blocks into a vertical  border strip. Make 2. Sew 
to opposite sides of the quilt top. Sew (10) Square in Square blocks into a 
horizontal border strip. Make 2. Sew these borders to the top and bottom of 
the quilt top.
10. Sew remaining fabric D 1-1/2” strips together in sets of two to make 4 
border strips. Sew these strips to one side of the four fabric F borders.
11. Center the fabric F/G borders to each side of the quilt center and sew in 
place. Miter the corners and trim away excess fabric.

Finishing
12. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing. Quilt the layers together. Bind 
edges to finish.
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